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The hallmark of this 40 mm
Distagon@T* f/4 jens with a
Prontor CFshutter is the
attractive and compact form

of its focusing mount. Compared with its predecessor,the
weight has been reduced by one third, the mechanicallength
by approx. 20% and the diameter of the front mount tram
104 mm to 90 mm. Despite the considerably reduced dimen-
sions,the image quality of the time-honoured 40 mm
Distagon@f/4 jens (104163) has been surpassed,underlining
the leading position of CarlZeiss in the fjeld of optical design.
To attain this goal, an additional element has been introduced.
This posed no problems due to the extreme anti-reflection
effect of the T* coating.
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On eloserobservation the new Distagon@jens isseen to have
two focusing rings.While the one nearest the camera body can
be continuously adjusted as usualand features a complete
scaletram 00-0.5 m,the focusingringon the front mounthas
onlythe threeelickstars 00-2 m,2 m-0.9 m and0.9m-O.5 m.
When setting this ring, the spacing between the front group
(elements 1and 2) and the rest of the system is changed,
This allows the selection of the air space which affords the
best image quality tor any of these three ranges.This type of
"floating element" substantially improves image quality in the
eloserange. After selecting the range required, the user must
focus the jens as usual.

Cat. No. of Jens:
Number of elements:
Number of groups:
Max. aperture:
Foeallength*:
Negative size:
Angular field 2w:
Speetral range:
Aperture seale:
Mount:
Filter eonneetion:

Foeusing range:

Reproduetion ratio:

1048 78
11
10
f/4
40.9 mm
56.5 x 56.5 mm
diagonal 887°, side 69.3°
visible speetrum
4-5.6-8-11-16-22
Prontor CF mount
Hasselblad series 93
00 to 0.5 m.Additionalsetting of the foeusing
ring on the front mount in 3 eliek stops.
0 to 1:6.3

Close-limit fleld size:
Welght:
Entranee pupil:
Position*:
Diameter* :
Exitpupil:
Position*:
Diameter:
Position of prineipal planes:

'H*:
H'*:
Backfoeal distanee:
Distanee between first and
last lens vertex:

473 x 473 mm

approx. 915 g

35.4 mm behind the first lens vertex
10.2 mm

25.9 mm in front of the last lens vertex
24.1 mm

58.7 mm behlnd the first jens vertex
28.7 mm behind the last lens vertex
69.4 mm

99.4 mm
*for 00

Planar
100 Years



Performance data:
Distagon@T*f/4 - 40 mm
No.104878

1. MTF Diagrams
The image height u - calculated tram
the image center - is entered in mm on
the horizontal axis of the graph. The
modulation transfer T (MTF = Modula-
tion Transfer Factor) is entered on the
vertical axis. Parameters of the graph are
the spatial frequencies R in cycles (Iine
pairs) per mm given at the top of this
page.
The lowest spatial frequency corre-
sponds to the upper pair of curves, the
highest spatial frequency to the lower
pair. Above each graph, the f-number k
is given tor which the measurement was
made. "White" light means that the
measurement was made with a subject
illumination having the approximate
spectral distribution of daylight.

Unless otherwise indicated, the perform-
ance data refer to large object distances,
tor which normal photographic lenses
are primarily used.

2. Relative illuminance

In this diagram the horizontal axis gives
the image height u in mm and the ver-
tical axis the relative illuminance E,both

tor full aperture and a moderately
stopped-down jens. The va lues tor Eare
determined taking into account vignet-
ting and natural light decrease.

Carl Zeiss
Photoobjektive
D-73446 Oberkochen
Tel.: (07364) 20-6175
Fax:(07364) 204045

Subject to change.

Modulation transfer T as a function of image height u. Slit orientation: tangential --- sagittal
White light. Spatial frequencies R= 10,20 and 40 cycles/mm
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3. Distortion
Here again the image height u isenter-
ed on the horizontal axis in mm. The ver-
ticalaxis gives the distortion V in % of
the relevant image height. A positive
value tor V means that the actual image
point isfurther tram the image center
than with perfectly distortion-free imag-
ing (pincushiondistortion);a negative V
indicates barrel distortion.

For advice, please contact
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